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imoixrcTiOii

Ihe >horw!scnort of the migration of colics la of uarlvaled 
tex*ptmo® throuflxmt the taefcaaoans, as it is a boelc process in 
erahryonic ^evelonmnt, wound healing, the gzowtb of twwore, and 
saany othar events both ess entlal and harmful to life* This paper 
deals with a sp®c±el aspect of rdgration, the i&gration and m s -  

gre^stion of cells separated front one another by mechanical or cherical 
loans, and the connequ«tt re~formation of the histological structure 
of the whole organ or orgaalew fm*i which the cells vrare derived* 
t&ssoeiatod cells from c variety of organises hsv» boon worked with, 
these donor aniraals ranging from the single sponge to parts of tiany 
QKjbryonic and adult vertebrates in oo -ploxity, Most of the success in 
the field, however, has been In esqperisants with either embryonic or 
very prlaltive eellaj only in the case of the adult frog, has thore 
boon aay real suc cess in the reaggregation of the calls derived from 
the adult of a highly coiaplex fern.1

the reaggregation of sponge cells dissociated by expression 
through a fins »esh was one of the earliest discoveries in the field, 
occupying the tine of raauy investigators ftroa 1907 to the present time. 
ILson, who published works on the subject frosa 19??7 to 19?£» was the 
pioneer in this area; but he was soon followed by a of others

^̂ nsevin,. Jrystuna, "Aggregative and ?&stoforinativ® Performance 
of Adult firog Liver Cells in vitro*" ^qp, Zool. , 196U, QV' i 371.
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interested in this mmdng gpopsrty of the cells of the spang®, araong 
uhoa were Italey, Holier, Seltsoff, Pee&y, and wst recently Ganguly*
■■■31mm raceley isiaiji&dned that cells after dissociation dQ~dif ;'eren- 

tiated, i*e. {attained a generalised state in -which they lost their 
previous saorohogenetic characteristics* On regeneration of the organism* 
the cello say return to their original state, or re-differentiate into 
an entirely different type* Qa the other hand, Galtsoff felt that, 

except for a few "totipotent" cells, mat of the coll typos aaiatain-?d 
their identities throughout the process of regeneration* These early 

workers concerned their studies only with the activities of the regener
ates fross 7th hours onwards*?

Ascending the phylogenetic scale, the nesct animal studied was 
the o&raple ceelerter&te, hydra* la 1 :>3k, i’aoenfuas published a paper 
dealing with this subject in thlch ho fbuad the mesh suitable for the 
dissociation of spotige cells allowed whole organs of hydra to pass through# 
Smaller l*9i? saesh caused much fragmentation of cells, and consequently 

allowed no reaggregatioa* Bat, if the organiss tier© cut into sdnute 
places., with the gean layers in their original order, it was found that 
the fragments would reunite to form an entire new hydra* M  has recently 
been proven in the sponge, the Individual cells maintained their orig
inal identities* those foot cells stained with methylene blue were 

found in the foot of the reunited forts* Those ahaoraielities, including 

duplication and malformation of parts, originally formed are later 
ret w e d  by a&spration and coalescence of like parts*^

Ĝanguly, B*, “The I&ffarentiating Capacities of Dissociated 
Sponge Calls,» laousc* 'a-chiv fur ^twickiungSMechanlk. -XVII i 22-2.1, 1 YjO*

3?apenfUs...:, S.J., ”1Eeunitton in f̂ ydra, with Special P.efaranee 
to the role of the Iferoe layers, and to the Ffete of the Gl fferentiated 
Farts,« Biological nI3etln, UtVXX* 2lt1-?h2. 193b*
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I haw© not been able to find reports of twrk on the calls of 

either adult a or e»ahryos of /arthropods, ffallasos, JainaXick̂  or other 

nori-Oiordate phyla* papers are also very lacking in the discussion of 
::®;itohord»t©a and the very pria&tive Chordasfcee*

*>rk on ::'ichincder»© has been confined to the es&ryo of the 
sea urchin* 2a fact, thee® ©rganisra were the first on which experi
ments on cell dissociation and reaggregatioo war© perfortnod* 
erbst in 1900 showed that the cells of these esibryos could be separated 
by placing this in Ca-fres sea wet erf reaĝ refjation into near mrrnl 
embryos proceeded rapidly when the cells were returned to water having 
that ion present. The next important work on this aspect was done 
recently by GuldLc© in 196?, whose results v&ieh confiraed in the win 
those of i'ierbst will be treated in more detail later

•Johannas Holtfreter has done considerable work with both the 
cells of the aaphibian embryo and the atsixtyo itself* ills works have 
provided mch of what m knes? about the nechanice of the process of 
gastrolatien, sad it is in this process that the aovetvant and aggre
gation of cells is of primary importance in the ontogeny of the indiv
idual*

As far as the vertebrates i-re ©onearnod, Paul !Mss and A.C. 
Taylor have done considerable work with various organs of the eribryonic 
chick, including the liver, kidney, and skin, using the chorio-allantoic 
graft as a raesns of culturing the isolated cells* Ihoy found consid
erable reaggregation of the cells and very accurate roformtion of the 
organ fron which the cells were dissociated.̂  J, » Grover described the

kk&dice, 0*, ’Viestitutioa of holo Larvae fro® disaggregated 
Cells of Sea Urchin :Mayos,* DOTelopraantal Biology, ft h02, 1962* 

tj.-fldLss, sad Taylor, "Seoorjstructicn of Complete Organs from 
3ingle**Cell suspensions of Chick Mxryoa in Advanced Stages of atf~ 
fsresxtiation, 11 r?roe* Hat* /cad* -:cl«, XL?It 11 TP* 195U.



relationship between the dissociative and reaggrega&ive capacities of 

chick lung cells with the age of the donor ©»rbiyo, m d  £mm& in general 
decline in these properties with the age of the donor. {This naans that 
the decline occurs in the period after the organ has been fully formed 
trm its component germ lasers, i*e# different organa will reach their 
peock of ra&ggrogatlon at different stages in the develeppjant of the 
whole individual} £br the lung cells onwWhich Orovor did hie work, the 
decline began at about the twelfth day of the animal*a life. ' 1

i&aawin in 1962 did a sinillar age correlation with the kidney 
cells tern, nmboxn to 2? Month old ad.ee, also finding a decrease in 
regeneration with, an increase in age, this decrease proceeding so far 
in fact that there was no noticeable histiogcmesis in those cells taken 
from adults.?

In 19$8, dissociation of raousie wsmsry adenocarcinoma and 
vaginal epitheliomas was perfonaod by Dabrowska-H.ak0wska and she 
found that in the case of the adenocarcinomas, typical histological 
reconstruction followed dissociation} but, in the ease of the eoithe- 
Ilonas, Isolated cells underwent keratiniaation which was followed 
by death

f&m this brief introduction to the field of tie ue reoonetruction 

by reaggregated cells, it is quite obvious that the work has feeon carried 
out on quite diverse forsssj but it is also quite obvious that mat of the 
research has been confined to the organs of higher vertebrates.

%swer, J. ., "the Halation between the M)ryonie il®e of 
Dissociated dd.dk hung Cells and their Capacity for ^©aggregation and 
:ristiogenesi3 in vitro,{t ^eriiaental Cell iasaareh, CCIf: 171, 1961,

7tmmixi and Buchabaaa, "Capacity for Histological heeonatruetion 
by i'imae Kidney Cells in Halation to Age,» biological m d Medical Sciences, 
m i  {1962)t 136. ---

® Dabrewska» Piafcowaka, Krystyna, ûbsorvatiuns on the j&sto- 
fomative Capacities of Tamr Cells lEareeisted bgr Digestion with 
T*7 psin,* !%cp. Gall Hes., m  (1959}i 322.



Si the In troduction , the mm® o f mamy research sc ie n tis ts  ia  
the flu id s  o f c e llu la r roaggxegation were mentioned, along vtth mm 
o f th e ir ^aqjeilaental re su lts  aad mmlnwimm§ bat ®& they were treated 
ia  a ra ther sketchy manner, i t  vould be in s tru c tiv e  to  eKSfi&ae in  acre 
d e ta il th e ir e^esriw ats in  order to  b e tte r understand the basic pheno-* 
»ena which lead to  the aggregation o f c e lls  in to  masses and th e ir 
consequent h istioganesis.

jto :>h *lor;onotic ordar, the work of Ganguly on sponges -.rill first 

be considered, atftoagh this i© a very anoofiplicated organise, the 
taefcheds by which the cells aggregate aad segregate ̂ %mm£trm will be 
folloasd for the sm t part in all other types* Oangtily worked with the 
fresh— water sponge ?|)hydsta, the speeiiaois through line silk
mail in order to obtain the isolated cells* the colls were then cultured 

in sterile pond water*? thagr began grouping together, tho surface 
activities of the marginal ameboid cells being neatly responsible for 

the adhesion of mall aggregates to fotm still larger groups* ;:3arly in 
rsanition, the aggregates are extremely unstable, the cell© being easily 
dissociated hy touching the® with a needle#10 rwelopssnt progressed 

gradually* at it hours forming a rigid aggregate, spreading %  tAmte

Ĝanguly, on* ctt«, 23.
25.
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degrees to fora a net-like interior at cm day, spicules making their
first appearance at three days, oanala and flagellate being
quite presinent at eight days, until at 1f> days, dawelopnsnt is essen

tially cooplete* this tins©, as&culea are la near normal makers, as
r are the as»boid cells #icb hare bean subaiaatially reduced in nurib&r*

Bit, in no case did Ganguly succeed in growing a completely nomal 
sponge, even tfceug the regemrated bodies war© kept alive for as long 
m  a jaonth*

isaeboid cells were found to be of prtmry i^ertanoe, in that 
they *?ere responsible for both ejaking and increasing the size of the 
aggregates m  was mentioned, before* ,‘Sany small aggregates fused to form, 

the lasher ones, the individual cells always siaintaining their boundaries 

tSiiroughout the process of coalescence* Ganguly felt that the cells all 
went to a de-cliff or mitiated stag© on dissociation, ultfa re-differentia- 
tion taking place after about h to 6 hours*11 r&ny cells are "totipotent”, 

tout pinacocytes and choanocytes m m m ®  their original identities on 
rediff€a'entiafci<% and are therefore tcrnjod 1,ua3ipet®itw*^

Galteeff and Itophreys have shown that avenges of species of 
different colors (for ea&ier identification) td.ll first reaggregnte, 
not according to coll types, but, according to species, the calls of 
each fonateg totally separate and distinct clusters, detected by their 
colors*13

•0 . : : of arzcsrteX'lvM lividug sr.d :,rbnc-’
hiraila f®e& urchins) in his expertoenfcs* the cells of various stages 
fro®; the blastula to the plnteus larva were dissociated by use of

1 1 1bid,3 26-3 1*
iaibid*> 33*
1 -hescona, A*A«, «ftow Cells Associate,* -Scientific /iserican 

eprint m 9 1961, 7* " ’ ’



Ca-freo am  Hater and mechanical agitation with a 'Teflon plunger*
On transfer to no*mL sea water, in t-Jhidh Qa would be found in abund
ance, reaggregation of the cells proceeded qudUfcly*^ isolated 
cells Qh&md both aoreal ameboid 8w«w*ts mid the presence of a rapidly 
rotating psoudopodf the sis© of th* colls w m  olwioualy related to the 
stage of dsvelopaont of tho donor from yMeh. they vare iskmj$ Sarly 
aggregates were found to be solid m&zums of calls, aurroandad by a 
layer of %pithaliuci--like cubic, ciliated cells f,*’*t> the author inter
preted the results of hie e^arlamt to mean that there w m  no de- 

differentiation of cells, each type retaining its original identity 

throughout tee whole proeess,* As in the ease of the spcsage, only quasi- 
no*®8l larvae i-esultod, the degree of differentiation dep«eEng on «th© 
stage of the sister £5cta®» which the cells were isolated, being higher, 
the younger the embryo

2n a wife rcjcantly p«t&Mb«d by 4a«#*t**js the liver of the adult 
grass .frog Bana piplcna -as the organ used in remtl.ti.on aKperiraents*
Ihc liver was reraoved, minced with & scissors, and farther broken down 
by the action of trypsin in a solution free of Ca ions# :lthough 
dissociation proved to be imsjk slower than in the case of the sea urchin 
eeteryo, one hoar of incubation in the solution cauued sufficient cell 
isolation* 1 ** The cells rapidly formed aggregates which rwssdned eosfjact 

even though they had mid: raobility and pseudopodial activity*

Ikouldice, o|)* clt,, 1*03*

1 %bid*, hOii.
16IMd,, U08*
1 7Ibid,, U1 0,
V̂msefvin, op* clt», 1179*
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Celia on the surface of the m & m e  possaesed rapidly rotating pseudopods 
sirailiar to those fo-ond by Ganguly,5 9 &g#Sjfy no dowiiffermtlation 

of call types was found in aagr of the saan̂  esperiaeatef and the cells 
of the aggregate® looked identical to the parenohyoal oalls In th® 

adult frog liver* the ©n3ly elemsot that was ®ir,ning «aa eonnoetive 

tisraej it m  probably this factor which powanted the rae«®&str»8tad 
tissue freat attaining the highly order sd wmmgmtmlb typical of adult 
fro,* livar. .mmmlxi matntaiaa that the results? of bar a^ariiaaBts 
prove that there Is no noticeable loss of th® ability to reaggrogat©
îth increased age, bat adn&ts that this activity my, in fact, be due 
to the low evolutionary position of the aiaphibiaas* 30

Another important axpetiaast w  that of Weiss and Taylor, •who 
worked with chick en&ryos ranging fross 8 to lit days in age* firing this 
.period, th© mesonephros and liver are at a eosseiAiat advanced stage of 
differentiation and are laready functional? the aitarjaphros, hovovar, 
is largely Mastessemsj the skin la also quit© priHitive, but it does 

contain p a g  feather gore®* The cells v?ers c&ssooiated by the action 

of tripsin arid psacreatin in BsTle1® solution devoid of Ca msd J%* 
instead of growing the aggregates on a ct&ture s®d3.us, the cells, oenpaotad 
by Mid centrifag at ion, were placed os the chorio-all»toic usmbrmm of 
eight day essforyos* Sa all tissues* the reaggregates had the histological 
arraagewttst of tiie normal tom9 including the typical architecture being 
polarised on m  axis transversely cutting the ojioslo-aXlantoic asabrane* 
:-1ost notable was a manifestation of functional activity, this being

i9IbicU, 376*
2°3Md*# 378-3?9*
41'Weiss and Taylor, on* clt*» 1179*



inferred from ths turgor of the tubules said fro® the promoM of m  

apparently secretory substance in the pelvis Ik the case of the kidney* 
(Sfc> uric acid tests wore made, however*} ha the case of the liver, 
greea bile -was m m  in the caaalicuiij this fact asosrt be construed as 
Indicative of functional activity# The results fros these experiments 
were taken by Mss and Taylor as proof for fee importance of internal 
inductive actions esaanating within the cell collective froaa a call group 

of type a and acting on an adjacent one of type b *\Jhich call forth« 
in fee latter & conforming reopens* of differentiation• and. “ieciprocal 
inductive actions of b on a*®22 showing the Importance of internal self- 
organimtion as opposed to that of external induction, 23

Grover also worked with chick ewbryos, which ranged in age from 
7 to 18 days. The lungs were studiedj the relationship of histiogonesis 
to- the age of fee donor animals feeing of primary concern* -Cells were 
dissociated by digestion wife tryprd.n nad collagenas© followed by 
saeehaaieal agitation, said were allowed to roangregate in a pl£eŝ <s®foryo 
eaetract medium* Since the purpose of hi© experiment was correlation of 
regeneration -with age, other factors such as temperature and content of 
the atmopheom about the cells were raaint&ined constant* He found rapid 
and nearly oosplete reaggregation in those colls froa 7 to 1 2 day 
mbryosr with progressive decline in rauaition after IS days, until 

at 16 days, there is orsly about f>0$ utilisation of cells,2u Hie peak of 
histiogonesis was found in those cells fro® 1 1 and 12 day eajbryos* very 

pj&iiitive organisation oceuring earlier, and a gradual loss of organising 
ability later# MSfcis disiinished effectiveness of reaggregation and

22Srid.# 1183-U.
-3ibid., 1185,

2%rovor, eg# eit,, 171*
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histiogenesis, observed in the cello of older lungs, is probably due to 
the increasing complexity of the tissue and the greater difficulty with 
■which it is dissociated, "25

Ansevin and Buchsbaum ran a 3intLliar age-correlation experiment on 
post-embryonic mouse kidneys. Dissociation was effected by trypsin and 
mechanical agitation together} the isolated cells were grown on both 
chorio-allantoic membranes and plasma-embryo extract clots for ten and 
six days respectively* nvonse cells separated by trypslnization,.. show 
a definite decline in the capacity for histological reconstruction with 
the increasing ago of the donor animal«, less ability even in the newborn 
mice than that found by other workers for embryonic s t a g e s , 26 Their 
experiments led these two men to the conclusion that "some inherentmechanisms 
in the cells must have operated so as to induce their rearrangement within 
their differentiation foci and lead to the formation of a nephric tubule."27 
The age related progressive failure to undergo normal histiogenesis is 
thought to result either from decreasing cell motility or from decreasing 
cell viability; the existence of both of these factors was substantiated 
by the observations of this experiment. In addition these same factors are 
thought to be possible causes for the increased damages wrought by diseases 
on older organisms, 28

Dabrowska-Piakowska confined her studies to another type of tissue 
found in the adult: two types of carcinomas, Dissociation was again per
formed in C& and fres salt solution together with action try a dilute

Ibid.t 173.
26Ansevin., and Buchsbaum, op, cit., 131-2,
27Ibid., 133.
28Ibid,, 135-6.
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trypsin solution. The cells were cultured on a serum-embryo extract 
medium for six to eight days.2̂  Mammary adenocarcinomas were able to 
reaggregate and reconstitute their original histological pattern with 
only slight modifications, such as the reduction in the quantity of 
connective tissue.3Q It was also possible that the reaggregates had 
regained their "normal11 function, at least temporarily. Vaginal epithe
liomas, the other type of cancer used in this series of experiments, showed 
weak capacity for reaggregation, very poor histiogenetic ability, and a 
high mortality rate, although it was not ascertained why there was such 
a wide diversity in performance.31

The above list of experiments, though by no means exhaustive 
of all those that have been carried out, does present an adequate summary 
of the work that has recently been performed in the comparatively young 
field of cell reaggregation. All those which have been discussed in detail 
have had their results published within the last six years, giving the 
experimenters the advantage of having the latest equipment and the best 
chances for success and accuracy.

STora their works, several aspects of dissociation and reunition 
are readily disc enable. In the first place, Ga and possibly other divalent 
ions seem to play an extremely important role in bin A  rig cells together, 
as solutions lacking in these ions were used in most cases to separate the 
cells. Also, trypsin (and other enzymes, but with no consistency) was 
used repeatedly in the dissociation of the cells, leading one to the 
hypothesis that possibly an inter-cellular *glue1 play's some role in the

^Dabrowska-Piakowska, op. cit.j p. 316.

30Ibid., 319.
31 Ibid.» 321-322.



jjraiuai adhesion of calls* "or higher animals, there was another basic 
sisd.liart.ty In the procedures, vis, the ?so3t roecessf^l culturing methods 
involved the use of either ft serusr-ê .bryo extract- nediua or iapl station 
of the ehorio-all arrtoic Mmbran© of a young chick cstbryo, i&tb tho letter 
appearing the better of the two aethoda as the -Bseesbrane is highly vascular
ized* Penetration of blood vessels into the regenerating- growth would 
greatly enhance the strength of the calls by allowing a were efficient- 
system of gas transfer, food supply, and waste raenoval* (Ifcis is the 
conclusion reached by Meavia end mohsbausa, who tried both culture methods P 2 

One of the mro Important conolusions vhich was reached rather 
consistently w  that the capacity for dissociation, reagjnregetion, and 
histlogeneais is closely related to the age and coaplsoity of th• donor 
organise* the only wa^or diasention appearing in &tsevin*e work with the 
adult fro^ liver#

In the Introduction the work of Johannas Holtfreter was also 
motioned* His studies of the mechanics of gastrulation shm  an eKtm w ily 
vital application of tha taotility and differential adhesion of cells, and 
of the internal and external Inductive forces active on these cells.

32i*isevin, op* clt*, 133*



Thus Bwttlttj of cells in e*f donead in no better way in the l i w  

of wetasoaae than in the process of gastrul ation, which is essentially a 
oechanlceX rearraogeiaont of the cells of the blustula to fom the germ 
Xayssti necessary for the fermc.tien cf tbe organs and tiesaes to be found 
la the adtelt* the following ob^rvatioiip on the perfososnee of Isolated 
oou.1* sillies t&tfc slight wcrfAfiostioni} in detail to those forcing any 
of tho thre<? gem layers.

aJbryonic cells In gntwral3 are erc?owfisd t&tfa a atmazial polarity, 
the leading pole showing a soraeHhat greater enseboid aotlvî jf than the 
pusiorior pels, r.2Ao'.;irig the coordinated inter-play of r.oversonts of the 
call «£s a whole to result in directional isovecieat of the cell. The 
adhesiveness of the Membrane to the substrattaa its also a pi*o-requioito for 
m v& isent, aa is quite obvivnis*-̂  This asfiieeiveneae in tho case of entoderraal 
colls had betas* eaova* to ix> stronger on a living substratum than on glass 
or on any other inorganic substratum. Uiis oeeas to be an adscrbtion phe- 
m a m m  aa eoritas&sation of tho glass with tho rw n m ts of dead oalls will 
greatly mugnify the adhesiveness of the eells*^ On isolation, the colls 
in raost eases contract into a spherical shape, 35 but they soon stretch out 
into a flask-shaped vaiiaty, attending filamentous locoaotory processes*
y » i w — n ■»■»■■»■>— ,»«>■.» - w i w » in i m » v  im w w  ■■■» .»mo wm iim— ■ i»< m  nnw» n w w  i « n »  .............  m ii iw n n ii -* ' iw w»m  m . v m  nnttiimm+mBitimHHti+Hmmmtmlt

^Hextfroier, Johannes, ’’Observations on the I-Xgration, ^ggregation, 
and rhagoeytesis of ^abryonic Galls,* -journal of ^brpho(ogy» ZXOE* {\9kl)
2$»26m

^HOltfretor, Johannas, ’’A, 3fcm$r of the Mfeclj&nies of Qastzutatien,n 
Journal of /^ariraeatal Zoology» XC? I 175-1 ?6.

# Xbld., 179*



Increasing the pH of the fseditra ■will accelerate this process allowing greater 
motilityj tsm this fact, it is sssuned that the slightly higher pH of the 
blostocoel aids migration during nor-ual gastrulatiesi*^ M  Interesting 
correlation is that injuries ■will considerably letter the pH of a tissue; 

the corresponding increase la cell ssotility saay partially account few the 
initiation of gastrulation fey mechanical stimulation,^

On prolonged isolation, cells gradually lose their aggregating 
power for tm  reasons t exposure to the aqueous sssda.ua causes progressive 
hardening of the cell sswdbrane, and the adhesiveness is related to the 
tsoporaxy shape of the cell «hleh becewes sausage-shaped on isolation#
( M s  ver. jifora shape leads to markedly reduced adhesiveness for m  
unknown reason. On contact with each other, these cells tend to novs in 
opposite directions, contrary to trie behavior of ordinary cells, as in 
the early e«bryo, any cell is capable of adhering to any other cell* )3o 
aether effect of increased pH which may be induced by alkali or resaoval 
of Ga from the nediUM is the presence of rotating ^obophobia*' (marginal 
pseudopois noted by other authors as shews in the previous section) which, 
along with increasing the utility, teed to decrease the adhesiveness, Qa 
ceasing together, the cells, if they have not been subjected to any of these 
conditions reducing adhesiveness* adhere and then rapidly increase the area 
of intorfacial contact, decrease their surface area, and curtail the 
lobophobial activity* 3?

HI# power observation of a aoving cell shows ridges and ripples 
In the nse&rasse, which could conceivably contribute a great deal to the

3°Ibij«, 133.
37:?oltfr©ter, 19h7t >3, 
38Ibltfreter, 19h7, 27.



coll*3 motility* If, in the small to-and-fro ’actions of the ripples, 
tli® sura of the axpsasiens outweighs that of the contractions, the cell 
could be pulled over a sub strata's. Hi© flow of the internal protoplaaa 

is closely coordinated with the expansions and contractions of the surface 

of tho cell* Since locoreotion can proceed without azsy protoplasmic streasa- 
ing, gelsol reversibility is not thought to have any direct causality on 
cell jaotility, at least in these embryonic cells* ietually, the- ©treasdng 
m y  result from the action arid not the reverse*^

j&gr cell which does beoom tsigratory isoves by dragging its posterior 
pole behind the spreading Movements of the anterior end ; *uch in the manner 
in which a snail .moves* It stist fee remembered that all early @nbryanic 
cells caove in roach the asm way, with the ectodermal, cells showing the 
»»at anterior fanning, entoderm the least, and the creeping mesoderm cell 
showing the greatest tendency for monassial spreading* "The differences 

between the histological cell types become still ssore pronouncoJ in 
advanced stages of dtlfferectiatien# *U2

The early aggregates of aaphlbian gastrula cells are quite unspecific, 
h m  brought together by their random laovements, the cells tend to stick 
together, gliding over each other* Cells of siadltar type have no wore 
mutual attraction than do cells of different type®#^3 Ho mke these random 
aovesaeats a little less random, the cells seem to lay out a sliay exudate, 
which seem to hare an orientating effect on other randomly K&gruting ceUs*^

3U*
^1Ibid.* 36.
^ M d , ,  39.
il3 :addimt£wi, 0*-E*, ’tew Patterns in Gaieties and Qevelopaeat,

Columbia iMversity Kress, .>

^Moseona, A.A*, «Patterns and aeehanisms of Tisane i cconotraetion 
from Dissociated {Jells*, lajdnick ed*, 'evoioping Cell System# and their 
Control* 10th Growth Ŝ nposiim, Honald" '"ressr,' $7w''ToFk, \'9^0»r'W *
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It-a cells will attain a spherical aggregation to lam# the £pm energy of 

the systsr-. as loss surface will theo be exposed to the tne&Usm* fhare is 
m  ooele in the cmller aggregates, hut as the sis# increases, inter- 
cellular fluid collects in shunts proportional to the ration of the 

outside surface area to the total volusse of the aggregate,^
After a tisse, the cells begin to segregate aceordirjg to type* «his 

process is thought to bo- closely related to the viscosity of and stress on 
tli© cell rasrsbraoo, as differing exposures to the aqueous wedLvm will result 
in differing effects on each of the cell types, leading to differing 
organisation of the aggregates,^ the outer layer of the aqg&iblaa egg 
is aaqposed and this say lead to its solidification and so consequently to 
the toughened character of the iaaabrane of epiderraal cells derived fro® it* 

Shese properties taay be caused by a conversion of the sxposed soluble 
protoin layer to a relatively insoluble layer, W

JQallowlng gastrulation is organogenesis in which is involved the 
aystaslous process tewed "induction •'’•according to 0 Orobstein (,!Tissme 

interactions in the ffcrphogenesie of abuse sHnctm&q itadimnts in vitro.»
In /igpecta of Synthesis and Qrdar of Growth, Sudniek od,, ■‘ttneaton 

!Mversity Press, ^Mnceton, N.J., ,195&*)# eAryonle induction mgr be 
defined as Mevelopsmtally significant interaction between closely asso
ciate, but dissirailiarly derived tissue masses, ** ibis induction is highly 
specific! son© m i d m m  has been collected showing that in the chick 

%  eesbryo* the spinal cord is responsible for initiating the foractioa of two
highly disstellisr organs* the dorsal part induces development of the

^•loltfreter, 19iw» 177,

^  ;sclclngton, op. cit., 167. 

^̂ •ioltfreter, 191*7, SO,
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kidney tubules, while the ventral part causes formation of vertebral 
cartilage from the surrounding sclerotome. Heat killed spinal cord is 

inactive, leading one to the conclusion that some substance secreted by
f the living cells is responsible for the inductive activity, Experimental

induction can take place across membranes with pores too small for cellular 
penetration, but to the lower limits of the light microscope, some small 

cytoplasmic intrustions have been found. It has bean proven that large 
cellular contacts are not necessary for induction! on the other hand, it 
has not been proven that no contact is required. In all experimental cases, 
the speed of induction is proportional to the degree of intercellular contact. 
Ifowever, contact would be impossible in the case of the Induction of kidney 
by the spinal cord, and a special mechanism involving transfer of proteins 
and polysaccharides through the intercellular "glue" called "matrix inter
action" has been postulated. By this system, key molecules secreted by 

the inducting organ would be diffused through the protelnaceous matrix 
between the cells, eliciting a developmental response in the area in which 

they are to be effective. There are altogether three different induction 
mechanisms that have been theorized? all of them are thought to play a 

role in embryonic development at some time or another. They are illustrated 

in diagram A*
But, even after gastrulation, the cells may not be entirely specific, 

as may be seen in the case of the cranial and caudal cells of the chick
*

mesonephros which are capable of undergoing chondrogenes in vitro3 this 
may imply some relationship between the kidney and girdle formation. On 
the other hand, the chondrogenesis may be due to the artificially-induced 
experimental conditions, and may have no bearing on normal
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•3o wg are now familiar with the basic pattern of gastrulation, 
which segregates tha cells of the OKtoryD into basic layers, and of 
induction, which eauaos further cellular segregation and the development 
of organs and finally tissues# These processes are Intrinsically bound 
up with the motility of cells as both of them involve in sorae way the 
raovaaent of tho erafcryonic cells, either randomly or under th© influojice 
of so.-ie guiding force, and the growing of these cells into masses or 
lexers of sisdliar cells.

1*8,Lash, J. ., '’Tissue Interaction and -Tpecific iJetabolic liesssoiiaej 
Chondrogenic Induction and ^fferentiation, n In*t Cytodi.fforent 1 atlon and 
Î acromoloculur Synthesis, Academic Press* im ’brie, t9̂ 3, ‘2k2~2k$*
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'lie next section of this paper will deal with various theories 
on how cells move, aggregate, and sort themselves out according to type.



IV. M3CHANISM3 0? CELL 10TILITT MiD AEHSRANCS
*

Several theories have been advanced in explanation of tho 
phenomena of cell motility and adhesion* One of these proposed by Paul 

'Jg Lsb suggests that cells adhere to one-another by inter-locking their 
chemical complements, in a way very similiar to an antigen-antibody 
reaction. This hypothesis is quite difficult to support from a mere 
consideration of spatial relationships. Reactions of this sort are 
active over a distance of only a few angstroms, while electron microscopy 
and other methods have shown that the intercellular separation is seldom 
le s than 100 angstroms. For cells to approach closely enough for forces 
of this type to hold them would require draining away the fluid between 
the cells and at distances of this magnitude, "viscosity becomes of enormous 
importance. *'

Another suggestion involves a hypothetical system of complementary 

regions distributed over the whole surface of the cell, the distance 
between the elements of the corresponding patterns being relatively large, 
in the order of tens of microns. It is thought that this system might be 

operative in a very few cases, but too many problems arise if it is to be 
applied to any aggregation of cells. The patterns would compliment each 
other only if they were pro erly orientated. Also, at long ranges, the 
repulsive forces from other regions in the cell would become as important 
as the attraction of complimentary regions, the result being an effective 
neutralization of the attraction.

20
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fh© extra-cellular matrix, which lies in the interspace between 
the cells of adult tissues doubtlessly plays an important role in ■fees© 
tissues, especially in the case of the loosely packed connective tissues*
It is this suae proteinaceous matrix that was mentioned above in connection 

with long range induction. But, it is probable that this flue has any 
iraportance in a closely packed aggregation, such as is found in embryos 
or in newly organised reaggregates formed from dissociated cells.^ 
this matrix is completely theoretical as far as its function is concerned, 
and robutein says concerning it: "As with so many notions founded 
largely on ignorance, subsidiary a posteriori assumptions can be made 

on the matrix ?<todel to explain nearly anything,W£Q
br close aggregations of cells, general physical considerations 

of the membrane cm adequately explain adhesiveness and therefore motility, 

without the need to invent a system that has no experimental basis. Hie 
theories of A* 3*0 Curtis seem to be the most widely accepted today, and 
his theories will now be discussed, as an Introduction to theaa, the 

anieCLli- Javson theory of the structure of the cell membrane should be 
reviewed, as acceptance of their model greatly enhances the acceptability 
of Curtis’s ideas, According to this model, the cell marabrane consists of 
a bimlecular lipid center covered on either aid© by a layer of globular 

protein* %e outer protein layer will tend to behave like a monolayer, 
it has been shown that protein raonolayers behave as ideal liquids if the 
surface area per element is quite large# If this area Is reduced, the

^Codington, op, cit,, I6f?-168, 
^Grobatein, op, cit,, 238*



flow relations become non-Newtonian at a certain point and the viscosity 
becomes a function of tha shear. At fairly low surface pressures, the 
effect of the shear is to reduce the viscosity; at higher pressures, it 
increases it. At still higher pressures, the surface layer gels.^

Since the cell surface is subject to shear whenever it reaves, 
movement will "induce viscosity changes in the surface, which will act 
back upon the movement itself, because the rate of ‘flow’ of a surface 
and its undulatory behavior are affected by its viscosity.

As with viscosity, adhesive properties are dependent on the 
area of the elements of ths surface, " hen the surface is at rest, 
it will have a certain adhesiveness* If there is a viscosity decrease 
under shear, this will be accompanied by a surface expansion and a conse
quent rise in adhesiveness. A viscosity increase under shear will run 
parallel i-dth a surface contraction and a fall in adhesiveness. If the 
surface viscosity decrease leads to the formation of an adhesion, this will 
tend to oppose the motion of the surface* As a result, the shearing 
force will fall and in turn, a relaxation of the surface will tend to 
occur**1 On this relaxation, the adhesion bx-eaks, while in the meantime, 
another adhesion has formed more posteriorly. Thus the adhesive region 
moves along slightly behind the actively moving part.53 Obviously, this 
results in traction sufficient for the locomotion of the cell*

As with any type of cell motion, the motion of one cell over the 
surface of another will result in a force of shear being applied, this

51 Curtisj A*S.G», "Cell 0ontacts: Some Riysical Considerations," 
The American Naturalist, XCIV (1960), 37-38.

5gIbid., 39.
53ibid., i;3-Uli.
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time to both cells.^ The effect of the shear is not to alter the 
surface pressure of the cell membrane, since it is assumed that this 
riatsbrane is continuous with the endoplasmic reticulum allowing for a 

|,v varying amount of material to be brought to the surface, but rather to
alter the surface packing of the protein monolayer. During movement, the 
surface undulations causing the movement remain of constant wavelength, the 
viscosity decrease resulting from the shear opposing the initiation of a 
different wave system. The viscosity decrease will allow the cell to alter 

its shape and flatten against the surface, leading to the formation of 
larger posterior adhesions and more efficient locomotion.

DIAGRAM B: SHEAR AND VISCOSITY RELATIONSHIPS

----------------------S T R T tC - flD H ESIOElXEftS

^Curtis, A.5.G., ’’Cell Contact and Adhesion," Biological Review, 
XXXVII (1962), 1 1 3 .

5 % i d . ,  1 1 6 .



Ihese effects are found in the ®ov®3@ats of any call which rjovos 
by tha extension of largo pseudopods, directional loconotion resulting froxz 

the fact that the ap earance of one largo pseudopod m a m  to inhibit the 
forsaatlon of any others*

fom the leading pseudopod of sorcc cell types meet, there is no 
overlap, i*e*, the cells do not pass over one another* Hather, they te- 
nodiately fora a strong adhesion vhich suppresses the undulation of the 
pseudopods and than the nover̂ ent of the whole cell* Uiis peculiar phmomsnm  

is called "contact inhibitionrt* New pseudopods m y be formed in another 
oart of the cell} these raay sscert sufficient pressure to break the original 
adhesion* Since tha cells cannot crawl over one another, they tend to to m  

a single layer over the culture* hen cells are on a foreign substraton, 
tiiis tendency is ovorco; j© by the greater attraction of the cells for each 
oth?r than for the inorganic base* In this case ^contact promotion ‘results’"* 
Tha cells actively ssove about, but prefer to build up Hasses in which they 
can pass over one another rather than over the substratu®. As a result, 
closely packed aggregates are fcxaod* So, it can be seen that cells tend to 
nove mttff fw>» the region of greatest peculation when diasplaylng contact 
inhibittoii and towards this same region whan displaying contact promotion, 
t*e*, the phenomenon of contact promotion is responsible for the reaggrega
tion of dissociated enlls*^1 Or, in other words, reaggregation m y  be 
explained ’ey assuming that at first cells have surfaces of a oomressed 
nature, which then expand enough for shear r'ron the motion to produce a 
viscosity decrease favorable for the active ts-tlon of colls over one another,

>6Ibdd„ 87-̂ 9. 
-^Curtis, I960, &>*
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“few that it is clear how toe -aggregate is tmemd, the aortic out 
of the cells into their respective layers requires sees© explanation* the 

surface expansion required for-the formation of the aggregate is assutaed 
to still be in existence. If one cell type is the first to increase its 

surface its surface area per element, its static adhesiveness id.ll rise, 
but, for a time, It will ramin Ewtila like the rest of th© cell©} however, 
the resulting shear will not pronote its motility as for the rest of the 
colls* As a result, cells of this type, when they arrive at the surface 

of the aggregate through random mvmmt, tend to remain at the surface.
In the normal reaggregate, this is the ectoderrs*

If th® a second type increases Its adhesiveness and decreases its 
.motility, so that it also shone contact inhibition, random raovenents will 
bring these cells under the ectodem where they will renain. It suet -first 

be assumed that this type changes at a sowewhat later t&ae than does the 
ectoderm, so that th© ectodermal layer is relatively stable by toe time it 
is in an adhesive state* This second type is obviously ̂ sesoderm# If the 

contact inhibition was sufficiently strong (and this must be assuwed), 
there ■would be alaost no interpenetration of layers# :3ntoderraal della 
would becc 'o adhesive last#

Since eowe cells roaggregate according to species and son© accor
ding to histological type in Mixed cultures, an explanation mist be given 
for this seemingly contradictory behavior* If the surface changes in toe 
reaggregatdag cells procosd at about the m m  rat® in both species, there 
will be assortment according to histological typej if they proceed wore 
rapidly in one species than in another, the cells will segregate according 
to spool

ffilbiu.*, 51-53
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vfew that the node of looomtion and segregation of cells in a re- 
aggregating tiesu® have boon discussed, the next point concern is the methods 
by which it is thought they remain together* Basically, there are throe 
typos of adhesions in which the surface of the cell rensins relatively 
uniform 1) ’close adhesions’, in which the surfaces are within 30 ang
stroms of each other, 2) the coll surfaces are 100 to 200 angstrom apart, 
said 3) the cell surfaces are separated by distances greater than 200 angstroms. 
In addition there is also a type of adhesion in which cytopla® tic projections
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such as dcsnosornes and tersdnal bars provide tbs linking material* %  far 
the large majority of calls are joined by the type in which there is a 

100-200A gap* The existence of this gap ha® been proven in a variety of 
ways. In the first nlaoe, hemoglobin jaolecules have been observed to 
diffuse in the space between cells ir the mouse kidney. Also, the ad
hesion between cells and a glass surface has been shorn by a fora of 
interference -.dcror.copy to be of this order of magnitude* if such an 
adhesion can be taken as representative, this is also a proof for the gap*
0at the Kaest convincing data has come from th© fields of electron micro

scopy and X-ray interference and this data has also established the 
width of the gap at 100*2004?^*

At distances of this sort, there are three forces governing the 
attraction of cells: 1) electrostatic potential of the surface, 2) London- 
van der Halls forces between the surfaces, and 3) the ease of drainage 

of the extracellular fluid I'ron the interface between adhering cells*
The increase of viscosity with the decrease in separation has already 
been discussed* The final distance of separation Is that at which attractive 
and repulsive forces balance, so that there is no net force acting on the 
cells* As with all hydrophilic colloidal surfaces, cell jsewbranes are 

charged, giving rise to a ’zeta potential* which for nost cell® is nega
tive* thus, tiro cells of like type ’dll tend to repel each other, unless 

this potential can be effectively neutralised, .find this is the role that 
calcium and other divalent ions are thought to play in the adhesion process, 
i.e. effective neutralisation of the repulsive forces so that the effects 
of the attractive ones can bo felt. 'J

$9oartis., 1962, 6U-85 

, 10M03.



Tbere is little experimental evidence to support the theory of the 
operation of the londcss*-van der .'aale forces in living systems* the London 
dispersion force arises from the faet that in a neutral atom, the sero 
point of energy of the electrons generates a fluctuating -dipole which 
polarises the surrounding atoms ao that they attract one another. The 
wavelength of these electro-** agneti c forces i® about IG^centteenters (in 
the rang© of tho very far ultra-violet) so surfaces separated by about 
100a are closer than one wavelength*

The London-van dor Waals and repulsive forces balance at two 
points: 1) the :>ri»8*y one is at a >-20A separation, and. 2) the secondary 

one is at a 100-200A separation. These two points .are the sa» as those 
distances that ordinarily separate cell®* On mewing Inward, repulsion 

dominates; on moving outward, attraction* So, there are energy barriers 
to the cell being separated by other distances then these two* 'or this 

reason, it is thought that these basic electromagnetic forces are respon
sible for Most cell adhesions,01 If the gap between the cells is greater 
than 200a, than the electrostatic forces will be sfdLnfeLsed* m  this case, 
the extracellular ’glue’ which is a hindrance to the formation of reaggre- 
gates because of its high viscosity is secreted, by the cells to hold them 
together* "Probably their viscous properties alone would be sufficient for 
this (realstance to detachment) but they nay also bind surfaces by chemical 
bonds* #62

So it is quite clear that by a consideration of the atorm composing 
the cell asfabranc, sufficient forces may be found to account for both sove- 
sjent and adhesion of cells, as wall as their differential segregation,

61r,;dd*, 105-10?
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dthout the need to invent models which have absolutely m  easperl®t«fî iai 
baais. 2ji the conclusion to Part XI, the lapertaaoe of the caldUaa ion 

in the ddtsaggz-egation of colls u m  pointed outj now, it is m m  that this 

divalent ion acta mainly in m  electrostatic saannar by neutralizing the 
not negative efearge of the cells* *Jhen it is amoved from th© medium, 
siaaple diffusion will cause enough of the ions to leave th© intercellular 
spaces; to allow the negative charges to exprera their mtual repulsion 
and thus separate in the cells, Although the effect of trypsin caay lie 
partially in the enzymatic destruction of the ♦glue’, it megr also "act 
by beini* adsorbed on the call surface and influence surface charge.

^3Ibid.j  112.



* V. SXPSilHSJiTAX, METHODS MW imUZXS

Both mesonephroi ware reraoved from chick embryos of eight, twelve, 
and sixteen d&ya as deter;lined by sis© and chronological age* f^podeit&c 
needles attached to glass rods war® used as dissecting instrwvKsnts as they 
were strong, sharp, and very durable, sach sore so than glass instruments 
which I tried without success. Jhen rsswved from the egg, the e brro was 
decapitated, and ijnwediataay transferred to Chick Singers* Sine© the head 
is so relatively large, its removal matte the operation sauch easier* 'Hie 
e::4>ryo was quickly eviscerated, and the kidneys removed, this being done 
under a dissecting • dcrosoope*

Ihe isolated kidneys were then transferred to Calciun-frse Chick 
lingers, which contained *3«s> trypsin by weight, md which was made iso
tonic with sodium chloride* Agitation, accomplished %  drawing the solu
tion vigorously in and out of a pipette, served to dissociate the cells 

in tiraas ranging from five to eight rainutes, depending on the age of the 

donor animal* At these tines, sasarlea of the suspension examined micro
scopically revealed that oost of the cells were indeed isolated., the largest 
aggregates consisting of from four to about eight cells* Centrifugation at 
«>0g served to completely remove the cells from, suspension* the supernatant 
was removed, and the cells were resuspended in Chide Singers*

30
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a hanging drop culture was prepared as the cells were being 

centrifuged out o;: the Chick lingers, the culture raedHLwa consisting of 
Chick iMwyo ietract and Chicken senna in a 1 *2 ratio# This was then placed 

#  in an Incubator maintained at 37°C, and allowed to remain invert ex i' .
to eight hours in order that the cells night attach themselves to the glass 
covorslip# Two such cultures wore m&@ with kidney cells from eight day 
®s£>zyosf and five each with kidneys from twelve and sixteen day enbryos#
In none of these did any histiogenesis occur, although in all but two (one 
each of the twelve and sixteen day specimens) which had becoce contaminated 
by l-od-chaped bacteria there did occur a slight amount of reaggregation 

after 2k hours* This is the lindt to which any of the cultures progressed, 
all subsequent observations revealing nothing additional except for shriveled 
and frsgaoaifcad cells, which indicated the death of the culture#

12 instrusents were clean and substantially free from ions as they 
wore rinsed several tines with double distilled water, sad they were steri

lised at 1vO°G for several hours# iSll inorganic solutions were autoclave 
Sterilised at 100°C and fifteen pounds of pressure for fifteen isinutes#
Hie Trypsin solution and chicken serum were filter sterilised# Solutions 
thus sterilised were sealed in sterilized bottles and transferred by raouns 
of hypoder.de syringes# Ihe shells of the eggs, and the Instruments in 
addition to the dxy sterilization, were sterilised with 9S% ethanol.

i^orimwtal :M>ryology by Ixiberts loigh was oxtreaely helpful, 
giving excellent information on the technique involved in all stages of 
the experiment with the exception of the digestion with trypsin.
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Although the design of the experiment was actually quite 3iKplo,

I vas unable to obtain any results from say work as far as very pronounced 
reaggregation and histological reconstruction were concerned. Brcterial 
infoction was the cause of death in only two casesj in both of those, some 
dolay in the ti’snsfer of the cells to the culture medium and sealing the 
culture was involved.

As far as the rest are concerned, it seams probable that the 
death of tha calls resulted either from insufficient oxygen, nutrients 
in the medium# or a combination of both of those factors. Ibis thought 
never occurred to me while running the experiment, but, it is tfuite possible 
that due to the high concentration of cells In the culture, the limited 
oxygon supply of the hanging drop slide was used up in about 2k hours, or 
com important element in the medium readied too lot-? a level to support 
the lifs-processes of the reaggrogating cells.
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